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Abstract. Aeronautic has moved in fifteen years from a leading edge technology 
industry to a serial production industry. The number of parts to be inspected in 
production has dramatically increased and the amount of data to be analyzed has 
grown accordingly. To face this issue Airbus Group has developed over this time 
period a software dedicated to NDT data analysis – NDTKit / Ultis. The software 
intends to digest the data so that to focus attention of the NDT analyst where it is 
needed. This approach has already led to great time savings in the Airbus 
production. Progress on this way towards more automation of the analysis tasks is a 
key issue for next major improvements, and is the subject of this presentation.  

1. Introduction  

During the last fifteen years, the use of composite materials in civil aircraft manufacture 
increased significantly from few internal elements to large structures like fuselage shells or 
wing covers which can represents several tens of square meters (90m² for an A350 wing 
cover for instance). The design of the composite components got even more complex in 
terms of shape but also structure with stringers, ramps, metallic mesh or foil for lightening 
strike protection (LSP) or glass fibre layers for assembly adjustment. Moreover, the 
production ramp up can be seen as a challenge for the aircraft manufacturers and their 
numerous suppliers. 

Nowadays, all composite components are 100% inspected by ultrasound where tiny 
flaws of few tenth of millimetres have to be detected. Non Destructive Testing activity 
represents around 10 to 20% of the components manufacturing cost. 

In order to cope with the production ramp up and to deliver high quality products on 
time, NDT evaluation need to be automatized as much as possible. This paper will present 
some considerations to be taken into account for setting an automated ultrasonic evaluation 
in a production process and introduce some existing tools in NDT kit® (or commercial 
version Ultis®) software dedicated to this purpose and developed by Airbus Group 
Innovations. 

2. Ultrasonic data to be analysed 

Usually, data coming from ultrasonic inspection of composite components in production 
consists in few c-scan cartographies considering amplitude and Time of Flight (ToF) of 
echoes relative to the part design, flaws or noise. These c-scans can also be completed by 
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compressed signals using lossy compression algorithms like multi-peaks or ALOK. Full a-
scans are not recorded in production due to the enormous data amount it would represent on 
large components. ALOK data (Amplitude Time Locus Curves) file of few Giga Bytes are 
already common. 

The robotised ultrasonic acquisition may be performed in full immersion, local 
immersion or in contact. Usually, the first one provides cleaner ultrasonic data because this 
scanning type is not concerned by coupling issues. Even if single probe acquisition gives 
also cleaner data, multi-channel or phased-array probes are widely used for their higher 
scanning rate, or to scan flat and curved areas with the same phased-array probe. The main 
drawback of phased-array acquisition is the echoes’ amplitude variations that may occur 
between electronic scan lines (virtual probes), especially if the maximum peak of the echo 
swaps between positive and negative phases which will generate also ToF shifts. 

Data from non developable curved panels like fuselage shell can be acquired in 3D 
but the analysis is always performed in 2D after performing local projections. 

Most of the time the acquisition resolution is around 2mm. The minimum flaw size 
to be detected is only few square millimetres in components of several tens of square 
meters. 

Another requirement from Stress departments is to report flaws from a couple of 
plies only from the surface. 

3. What to be considered to automatize an evaluation? 

For setting up an automated analysis, prior verifications have to be performed which may 
also require adaptation or optimisation of the manufacturing or NDT process. Indeed, the 
more the quality and repeatability of the acquisition data the better the automation result. 

NDT kit or Ultis software have the capability to run a list of tasks that have been 
defined once by the user, as kind of macro. There is no real limitations to run these tasks, 
but the use of particular tools, using settable thresholds or data as reference, requires that 
the acquisition data quality stays stable in order to deliver robust evaluation results. But 
also the cleaner the data the more accurate the flaw detection. This means that the 
components have to be positioned always the same way for the ultrasonic scanning process 
(or c-scans fitting tools may be used), the design of the components and the ultrasonic 
acquisition conditions have to stay identical too. 

The whole chain has to be qualified and secured. Concerning NDT acquisition, 
reference blocks are scanned with the component. A check has to be run on those reference 
blocks where the requested Flat Bottom Holes (FBH) are to be properly detected whatever 
the thickness range, with and without LSP. The ToF and amplitude values on the reference 
blocks have to be similar from an acquisition to another, with also similar Signal to Noise 
ratio. 

4. Example of automatic evaluation capability and limitations 

In the case that will be described hereafter, the objective is to perform flaw detection on 
ToF c-scan for delamination or inclusion detection for instance and then on amplitude c-
scan for porosity detection. The component (more than 8 meters long) is composed of flat 
areas with different thicknesses, slopes and stiffeners (see Figure 1). The acquisition is 
done in 2D with 2mm resolution, and the ALOK data is recorded.  
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Figure 1: Amplitude and ToF 2D c-scans of the component 

4.1 Evaluation of ToF data 

As example, the request will be to detect any flaws from 0.25mm from the backwall. 
The ALOK data is used to compute the ToF c-scan. This a-scan compression mode 
considers the local maximum peaks whatever their phase, so the remaining peaks can be 
positive or negative. 

The manual evaluation of this component would be performed by having a look at 
all areas with sufficient details (using zooming or windowing tools) by moving and 
compressing the colour palette in order to highlight potential local ToF variations 
corresponding to flaw’s intermediate echoes position within the component. This is time 
consuming and requires high NDT inspectors’ attention. 

NDT kit® has a tool to detect and measure flaws automatically but it is based on the 
colour palette limits, where all coloured pixels can be detected as flaw according to 
acceptance criteria setup. In that case, as the component is made of different thicknesses 
and slopes, the analysis should be performed by areas with constant thickness, and with 
special care for the sloped areas. This would take some time also. That is why the tool 
called “BackWall Echo Filter” (BWEF) has been developed and introduced into NDT kit® 
in order to delete any pixel that corresponds to the backwall echo and keep only 
intermediate echoes. The algorithm is based on the gradient computation considering direct 
neighbours and applying a tolerance in terms of thickness variation. This latest parameters 
means that all local ToF variations measured by the gradient and below the threshold will 
be considered as normal thickness variation, no internal echo detected. Note that this tool 
cannot be used when the component is made of steps (quick thickness variation) as the 
steps will be highlighted by the gradient computation. 

By looking closely to the ToF c-scan computed with the compressed a-scans, 
repetitive time shifts have been identified due to the peaks phase swap (see Figures 2 & 3). 
The negative peaks have more than 0.1µs delay (>0.15mm) compared to positive peaks.  
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Figure 2: Compressed a-scan (ALOK) and ToF c-scan where the detected backwall peak is positive 

 
Figure 3: Compressed a-scan (ALOK) and ToF c-scan where the detected backwall peak is negative 

The gradient c-scan (by erosion) has been computed to show the noise level these 
time shifts can generate (see Figure 4). The light blue pixels show the areas with slopes 
whilst the green pixels are relevant to the time shifts, here in millimetre. Unfortunately, it is 
not possible to consider only positive or negative peaks in the ALOK gate with the 
ultrasonic acquisition system used in that case. It would have given a much better 
acquisition quality (higher signal to noise ratio on ToF c-scan). 

To apply a mean filter on the ToF c-scan is a good way to reduce significantly the 
noise level due to the ToF shifts (see gradient on Figure 5), but this will change the values 
and also the defect shape or size. 
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Figure 4: Gradient by erosion of ToF c-scan (mm) 

 
Figure 5: Gradient by erosion of ToF c-scan after mean filtering (mm) 

As 0.25mm threshold is requested for the BackWall Echo Filter (BWEF), these time 
shifts will generate false alarms or may interfere with the flaw detection. On this 
component, in few seconds the BWEF has filtered 98% of its surface but still 150 
indications beyond the acceptance criteria are detected automatically whereas only one 
small defect is expected (see Figure 6). This can take some time for the inspector to sort 
these remaining indications. 

 
Figure 6: ToF c-scan with automatic flaw detection after BWEF (0.25mm threshold) 

Using 0.4mm as threshold for the BWEF, 99.1% of the surface is filtered and only 
10 indications beyond the acceptance criteria are detected automatically, which can be then 
sorted rapidly by the inspector (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: ToF c-scan with automatic flaw detection after BWEF (0.4mm threshold) 

After applying the BWEF with 0.25 or 0.4mm threshold, the expected defect is well 
detected by the automatic defect detection tool, with the same values and shape. However, 
if a mean filter is applied before computing the BWEF with 0.25mm threshold, the defect 
may be no longer detected automatically due to its smaller size (see Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8: Real defect detection after BWEF (0.4mm threshold) & distortion due to mean filtering 

So, finally on this type of component with stringers and soft slope, evaluation of 
ToF c-scan can be very fast (few minutes instead of hours if the evaluation is done 
manually) by using BWEF and automatic defect detection tools in NDT kit. The main limit 
will come from the quality of the acquisition data in case of time shifts as mentioned above. 

4.2 Evaluation of amplitude data 

Amplitude c-scan are usually evaluated for porosity detection. In the case presented here, 
some areas are naturally attenuated due to the component design: stringers and slopes. 
Porosity cannot be evaluated at the stringers’ position due to the plies orientation in the 
web, so masks can be used to avoid considering these areas in the automatic evaluation 
process. However, some additional considerations have to be taken in slopes. Indeed, 
attenuation threshold defined in the acceptance criteria (-6dB for instance) has to be applied 
but considering the “natural attenuation” of the areas. It means that the evaluation needs to 
be performed areas by areas separately (flat areas, and areas with similar slopes) using 
region of interest selections or masks. This sequential evaluation process can be applied 
manually or semi-automatically to enable manual adjustment that may be necessary. 

Another approach can be to use a reference amplitude c-scan to normalise the 
amplitude c-scan of the component point to point. This enables to perform porosity 
evaluation at once by compensating naturally the attenuation due to the slopes. This 
reference c-scan can be built by using different filters, manual correction or by compiling 
amplitude c-scans from a set of components. The choice of the tools to be used really 
depends on the c-scans characteristics. 
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After masking the stringers, tooling and component edges, if a global -6dB 
threshold is applied on the amplitude c-scan (with one value used as reference for the dB 
conversion), 98.8% of the surface is below the acceptance criteria threshold but still 335 
indications are detected automatically and need to be sorted by the inspector (see Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9: Defect detection on amplitude c-scan using global -6dB attenuation threshold 

If the amplitude c-scan is normalised by a reference amplitude c-scan using the 
calculator tool, 99.9% of the surface is below the acceptance criteria with only 17 
indications detected automatically (see Figure 10). Four of them are real porosity (see 
Figure 11). 

 
Figure 10: Defect detection on amplitude c-scan normalised by a reference c-scan using -6dB attenuation threshold 

 
Figure 11: Zoom on detected porous areas 

This approach requires building a reference amplitude c-scan but can reduce the 
evaluation time for porosity detection significantly, with the condition that the component 
design stays similar. 

5. Conclusion 

Some evaluation tools enable to filter already more than 98% of the surface of a component 
made of slopes and stiffeners, in order to help the inspector to focus only on the 2% 
remaining doubtful areas. These tools may require reference cartographies which can be 
built from real parts, but to be efficient some cares have to be taken in terms of acquisition 
quality and component positioning. These two conditions of repeatability can add some 
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time in the global process but are worth to applying them as more than 80% of the 
evaluation time can be saved with these tools, especially combined with the tasks 
automation of the evaluation process. 
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